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Your Hosts – Chloë McCardel – Peter Hendriks – Charlie Evans 



Jervis Bay – NSW 

Where is Jervis Bay? 

It would take a long time to properly explore Jervis Bay. About 3hrs southeast of Sydney, 3hrs 

southwest of Canberra, or a scenic 10hr drive up the Hume Hwy from Melbourne, this coastal 

indent is a vast pool of relatively shallow water fringed by long sandy beaches interspersed on 

the western foreshore by a series of small rocky outcrops. 

The bay itself is huge. It’s more than 16km by water from the main township, Huskisson, across 

to the entrance, marked by Point Perpendicular in the north and the bluff cliffs of Bowen Island in 

the south. For those with a statistical bent, the bay holds the same amount of water as eight 

Sydney Harbours and boasts an impressive 90km of beaches. So people may want to consider 

extending their time in Jervis Bay after the swim camp, to further explore this great location. 

SWIMMING 

The clear waters of the bay offer lots of memorable swims and most beaches are protected from 

swell and waves, although big southerlies can kick up a groundswell on the more exposed 

beaches. We will select the beaches that offer the best conditions, usually mornings before the 

nor’easter kicks in, although we can usually find a protected beach somewhere around the bay 

and stay out for the entire day. 

The most popular beaches are Blenheim and Greenfields at Vincentia, Sailors and Shark Net at 

Huskisson, Hyams and Chinamans at Hyams Beach, Greenpatch and Murrays beach on the 

south side and Target and Long Beach to the north. 

 

The famous white sand of Hyams 



MORE THAN JUST SWIMMING 

Good snorkelling is on offer around the rocky points that separate many of the beaches. You’ll 

spot blue groper, bream, blackfish, wrasse and harmless port jackson sharks. Because it’s 

protected from all but the biggest swells, surfing is fairly limited in the actual bay. 

Jervis Bay Dolphin and Whale Watching 

Jervis Bay is home to resident bottlenose dolphins and fairy penguins and is seasonally visited 

by humpback whales and Australian fur seals. Dolphin watching in local charter boats is very 

popular. You don’t need to go out in a boat to see dolphins, we’ve been fortunate to have swum 

with the dolphins many times on our camps in previous years. We see them off the beach, 

especially at Hyams and Huskisson. Now that the Japanese aren’t allowed to turn whales into 

sushi, the annual migration along the east coast of massive humpbacks has seen more and 

more of these amazing mammals make a stopover in and around Jervis Bay. The cliff tops 

around Cape St George (near the ruined lighthouse) are great spots to set up a picnic lunch and 

scan the horizon for any tell-tale plumes or large black shapes. Prime whale seasons are 

June/July and September/November. 

 

 

 

 



ITINERARY  

Proposed Swims 

Friday  Twilight Swim 4 – 5pm  

Saturday Morning Swim (including dark swim) 6am – 12pm  

(6hr Sub 16C English Channel Qualifying 

Opportunity) 

 

Afternoon Swim 3 – 4pm 

Sunday 8am – 12pm 

The locations of each of these swims will be decided on location. We will always select the best 

location to swim based on the conditions of the day. 

 

People can swim as little or as much as they wish, and we will be able to provide lot’s of advice 

on great spots to swim or snorkel outside of our organised swims. 

During the camp there will be ample opportunity for all participants to chat about “al l things” 

swimming, from technique tips and stroke analysis, to training plans and Open Water marathon 

swimming tips from your experienced coaching hosts. 

 

CHLOË McCARDEL 

- Australia’s Queen of the English Channel with 31 x Solo Crossings of the English 

Channel, including a Triple Crossing (Only ever achieved by 5 people). 

- Multiple English Channel season award winner, including most successful crossings in a 

single season (8) 

- 2014 World Record, Longest Recorded Ocean Swim 124.4km. 

- Coach of over 150 successful English Channel solo and team swimmers. 

PETER HENDRIKS AND CHARLIE EVANS  

- Qualified Swim Coaches passionate about helping swimmers achieve their swimming 

goals through technique correction, fine tuning and tailored swimming programs. 

- Both have successfully completed multiple Rottnest Channel swims 

- Both are experienced organisers of Open Water swim groups in Melbourne 

 

Chloë, Peter and Charlie have successfully Hosted multiple swims camps at Jervis Bay and 

other locations around Australia and overseas. Reviews of their camps tell us that they are 

highly regarded and are well known for being safe, informative and FUN. 

 



ABOUT THE SWIMS 

This swim camp is open to swimmers of a wide range of levels. To participate in the longer 

swims, it is desirable that swimmers are able to swim at approx. 2.5km/hr or faster and be 

acclimatised to swim in water temperatures of around 15C to 16C for approximately 60 minutes. 

If this is not you as yet … but keen to learn… we are there to help. For safety reasons this may 

require some people needing to wear wetsuits &/or fins.  

 

The swims are not races, there are no prizes for the fastest or slowest swimmers. Every person 

who learns something new on this camp are winners. So don't be hard or criticise yourself and 

understand that we, the coaches, volunteers and peers, are all here to support YOU and each 

other.  

Having said that if you require a Certificate to qualify for an event (including but not limited to the 

English Channel) these will be available, fully ratified and compliant, signed on completion of the 

camp.  

 

ACCOMMODATION 

For this camp only people are asked to book their own accommodation via Airbnb or similar. The 

bulk of our swims will be around the Vincentia, Huskisson and Hyams beach areas, so it makes 

a lot of sense to find accommodation around one of these areas. There’s lots of accommodation 

options available at a rate to suit all budgets. 

 

TRANSPORT 

Once we have finalised numbers we will share contacts and carpooling may be considered 

amongst the group. To maximise what the region has to offer, we suggest bringing along a bike, 

running gear, snorkel. A car is essential to getting around to all of the swim spots. For those 

intending to fly up, the nearest airports are Canberra or Sydney with rental cars readily available 

at both. 

 

COVID RESTRICTIONS 

COVID restrictions are changing rapidly, so we ask that everyone familiarises themselves with 

the COVID guidelines and social distancing best practices of the day as outlined by the NSW 

Govt. If we all follow these Guidelines, and are considerate of each other, the experience will be 

maximised for everybody. 

  



NUTS AND BOLTS  

WHAT’S INCLUDED-  

- All organised swims 

- Water safety and course maps 

- Assisted Feed stations 

- Safety Tow Floats and Lights for dark swims 

- Technique and stroke correction advice. 

- Limited video analysis when conditions allow 

- A catered celebration on Saturday night (food supplied only) 

- Swimming Certificates 

- Presentation and open mic with Chloë 

- Access to Swimwell Dropbox for memorable pics, videos and helpful tips. 

- Swimmer of the Camp (as voted by their peers) will receive 12 months membership to the 

Swimwell Members section plus a Complimentary Video Stroke Analysis 

- Show bag on arrival 

- Opportunity to make friends for life 

All participants will go away with a huge sense of personal achievement and increased 

confidence and knowledge of Open Water and Cold Water swimming. 

 

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED  

- Accommodation  

- Meals (outside the Saturday night celebration dinner) 

- Transport 

- For previous camps we have offered the opportunity for to join in organised group meals and 

accommodation (for an additional fee), but with current COVID restrictions this is not possible 

on this occasion 

 

WHAT TO BRING (Recommended) 

- Thermal or traditional swim caps, goggles (2 pairs), ear plugs, multiple bathers, fins, 

snorkels, paddles, beach towels and wetsuits (if required) 

- Warm clothes, Dry Robes, beanies, gloves, Ugg Boots, thick socks, thermals, running gear, 

sports shoes, etc  

- Sunscreen, anti-friction creams, moisturisers, medicines (antihistamines) 

- Thermos, Waterproof phone case, GoPros, GPS watches, bikes, sport (All optional) 

 



Investment = $800 (inc GST)  

 

 

Confirm your spot by: 

1. 30% payable $240 immediately and Full Balance $560 not due till 30 th June 2020 

(prior to payment you must contact Peter direct 0423 233 660 to receive your 

booking reference code) 

2. Pay in full now for a 5% discount ($40)  

3. Credit Card payments are available by request 

 

 

Payment Details – Electronic Bank Transfer 

To: SwimOn Pty Ltd 

BSB: 033 358 

ACC No:  45 3929 

Swift Code WPACAU2S 

 

 

See you all at the Camp ! 

 


